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Why is it that at a time when we are seeing the 

most technological advances in vehicles, from 

safety, security and autonomy, that we are also 

seeing signs of an increase in vehicles being 

stolen? We believe there is strong evidence to 

show that manufacturers current high security 

measures are being overcome, which has the 

potential to take us back to the early 1990s. 

 

SOLUTIONS 

AGAINST  

VEHICLE CRIME 
Solutions provided by system 

manufacturers to combat vehicle 

crime are assisted by the creation 

and maintenance of standards. 

This enables countermeasures to 

be verified to show that they do 

work. It also allows for 

modification of the 

countermeasures where the 

systems need to be modified for 

other vehicle types and changes 

made by the criminals  

The simple answer is that the technology on-board a vehicle is 

centred around computers, which as we know can be re-

programmed or hacked, providing easy access to bypass security 

features by those clever enough, allowing thieves to use 

technology to overcome a vehicles security defences.  

Prevention is often a short-term solution, with vehicle 

manufacturers trying to stay ahead of the criminals. However, if 

you take away the ease in which vehicles and their parts can be 

sold on, and increase the likelihood of the thief being caught, then 

you start to impact on the lucrative market of dealing in stolen 

vehicles and their parts. 

An inexpensive solution is to mark cars in a way that provides easy 

identification of the vehicle or its parts, whilst making it difficult, 

time consuming and expensive for the thieves to remove these 

markings, but easy for law enforcement to identify the lawful 

owner of the vehicle. 
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Possible Solutions Available Now 

A criminal’s life can be lucrative, with very little deterrent. UK 

Policing, especially those involved in vehicle crime, is being 

reduced.  With very little training to identify stolen or cloned 

vehicles and often short sentences for those few caught and 

prosecuted.  

Thatcham standards have promoted vehicle identification. 

However, vehicle manufacturers have been encouraged 

through the New Vehicle Security Assessment (NVSA) scheme 

to carry out covert marking of electronic components, which 

on the face of it seems like the right thing to do. This has two 

main drawbacks: 

• Very few Police are trained and equipped to identify 

and read covert (usually electronic) marking 

• Covert marking relies on the vehicle manufacturer to 

provide a service, firstly to pull back the electronic 

identification from a recovered unit and then to 

provide the vehicle details. This process can be slow, 

and many manufacturers are reluctant or struggle to 

provide the resources for such a service. 

 



 

One such system is provided by Retainagroup; so what makes their system successful? 

• At the roadside, a vehicle can be identified as having been stolen by a call to the 24/7 number 

etched into the windows. This is a highly useful service for Police officers. 

• A marked window or part in a chop shop can be used to quickly identify that it came from a 

stolen vehicle by the Police or vehicle examiner. Basic crime triangle theory... you have an item of 

desire, the opportunity of theft and a perceived monetary value vs risk element.  

• The process of marking a vehicle is quick and identification can be applied to any vehicle type. 

You can etch windows/ mark parts / record serial numbers and link the vehicle to a database 

allowing anyone at any time of the day or night to verify status thus putting criminals at risk of 

being caught. 

• The UK Police have been using the Retainagroup system for over 30 years and are very 

appreciative of the benefits it brings. 

In Summary 

A well designed overt marking process based on secure numbers linked to a database operated 24/7, far 

outweighs the benefits of an OEM electronic covert marking system. This is not to say that there is not a 

place for electronic covert identification as this can sometimes be a last resort. However, covert marking 

cannot match the speed of identification and benefit to the public, insurers and Police that overt marking 

delivers. A good mixture of overt and covert marking is good practice and will also assist the general public. 

As theft by electronic means and cybercrime become more prevalent due to vehicles becoming more 

technologically advanced and connected, it will be increasingly difficult to prevent theft through 

conventional security measures such as standard door locks and immobilisers. Thus, other preventative 

measures need to be taken to deter the criminals, making a strong case for greater recognition of “overt” 

vehicle marking, 

VSST, and TASSA through its members, can provide risk assessment and solutions to the current increase in 

vehicle crime. If you would like to know more about VSST/TASSA and read previous News. 
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So why use an “overt” marking system? 

• Firstly, those at the front line trying to ID stolen or cloned vehicles - i.e. the few 

police vehicle examiners left and other police who have a need to quickly identify 

a vehicle about which they are suspicious, do not require specific training or 

equipment to identify the marking and therefore the vehicle. 

• Insurers can also benefit as these markings can be used by the insurers claims 

and investigator teams, they are not there just for the Police. 

• It is also possible for a member of the public to check the authenticity of a vehicle 

or part before purchase. 

• Using a good overt marking system will devalue a vehicle to the criminals and 

therefore becomes a deterrent. 


